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Introduction
This document is designed to help you incorporate BridgeU 
within your guidance curriculum.

The Guidance Calendar maps out stages of the student 

journey beginning in Grade 9 / Year 10 / MYP 4. 

To help you structure delivery, the Lesson Plans table of 
contents maps each lesson to a stage of the student journey.

Should you wish to begin with students at a later stage, 
Appendix II includes modified calendars, beginning in:

● Grade 10 / Year 11 / MYP 5,
● Grade 11 / Year 12 / DP 1, and
● Grade 12 / Year 13 / DP 2.

We welcome any questions, comments, or feedback via email 
to hi@bridge-u.com.
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Instructions

3

Each is lesson is composed of shorter group and individual 
activities, to be taught in a 40 minute class session or split out 
over multiple shorter class sessions.

Each lesson may also be increased to 60 minutes, by 
encouraging in-depth discussion of the topics and allowing 

additional time for activities.

Each lesson begins with an overview page, to inform the 
advisor about the:

● The lesson objective,
● Suggestions for lesson preparation, and
● Lesson activities.

The lesson activity pages are to display to students.

Appendix I includes help sheets for some of the lessons.
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BridgeU Guidance Calendar
Designed to take students from discovery through application

Grade 12
Year 13
DP 2

Grade 11
Year 12
DP 1

Grade 10
Year 11
MYP 5

Grade 9
Year 10
MYP 4

Strengths Exploration

Career Exploration

Personal Statement / Essay Writing

Recommendations / References

Finalise University List

University Exploration

Offers / Acceptances

Application Submission

University Shortlist

Subject Exploration
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BridgeU Lesson Plans
Discovery

● Strengths Exploration

○ Lesson 1: Identifying your interests, strengths, and skills

○ Lesson 2: Organising your experiences

○ Lesson 3: Writing your CV

○ Lesson 4: Learning styles

○ Lesson 5: Personality types

○ Lesson 6: Multiple intelligences 

○ Lesson 7: Keys to Succeed careers

● Career Exploration

○ Lesson 8: Thinking about careers

○ Lesson 9: Researching career options

○ Lesson 10: Choosing high school subjects

● University Exploration

○ Lesson 11: Exploring global university destinations

○ Lesson 12: Identifying best-fit universities

Application

● Personal Statement / Essay Writing

○ Lesson 14: Create a plan for application writing 

○ Lesson 15: Drafting a statement / essay

● Recommendations / References

○ Lesson 16: Requesting a recommendation letter

● Finalise University List

○ Lesson 17: Finalising your university application list

● Application Submission

○ Lesson 18: Tracking application progress

● Offers / Acceptances

○ Lesson 19: Transitioning to university
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● University Shortlist

○ Lesson 13: Researching shortlisted universities
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Lesson 1

Learning outcomes:

Students develop an understanding of their individual interests, 

strengths, and skills.

Preparing for this lesson:

Print or share link to article

Lesson 1 Overview
Identifying your interests, strengths, and skills

Strengths Exploration

https://bridge-u.com/blog/preparing-todays-teenagers-for-the-4th-industrial-revolution/


Lesson 1 Activity 1
The Fourth Industrial Revolution
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Activity: The Fourth Industrial 

Revolution (article)

Format: Read and respond

Duration: 15 minutes

Read ‘Preparing Today’s Teenagers for the 4th Industrial Revolution’, 
written by Lucy Stonehill - the founder and CEO of BridgeU.

Discussion questions:

1. What is an ‘Industrial Revolution’?

2. What defines the fourth Industrial Revolution - how is the 
careers market shifting?

3. Lucy refers to the importance of students developing a “dynamic 
personal brand”. Begin brainstorming what your personal brand 
might be as you complete the next two activities.

Strengths Exploration
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Lesson 1 Activity 2
Identifying your interests, strengths, and skills
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Activity: What are interests, 

strengths, and skills?

Format: Group discussion

Duration: 15 minutes

What is happening in these pictures?

Why is it important to identify your interests?

It is important to understand what you are (and are not) interested 
in, as you are likely to spend the majority of your adult life at work!

Why is it important to identify your strengths and skills?

Knowing your strengths and skills helps you find a career which utilises what you are good at.

What is the difference between a strength and skill?

Strengths are positive aspects of your personality, and the way you think, that are the most 
apparent. Skills are your ability to take these strengths and turn them into useful actions.

● E.g., one of my strengths is creativity so I am skilled at coming up with original ideas.

Strengths Exploration
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Lesson 1 Activity 3
Identifying your interests, strengths, and skills
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Activity: Interests, strengths, 

and skills mapping

Format: Individual assignment

Duration: 20 minutes

1. My Interests

What do you like doing? Think about 
your hobbies and subjects you like at 
school. Music? Sports? Tech? Reading?

2. My Strengths

What is your personality like? 
Are you calm or high energy? 
Creative? Practical? 

3. My Skills

What are you good at? Teamwork? 
Leadership? What have you spent time 
learning? Languages? Computer skills?

Create three mind maps for your interests, strengths, and skills:

Animals

Art

Reading

Science

Rugby

Interests Strengths

Patient

Creative

Analytical

Sociable

Empathetic

Skills

Research

Teamwork

Communication

HTML

French

Strengths Exploration
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Reflection: Identify links between each mind map. Then reflect on how these connections can be used as the basis for your personal brand. Write a 
reflective piece of writing about your personal brand.
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Lesson 2

Learning Outcomes:

Students identify academic and non-academic experiences, 

connect them thematically, and identify opportunities for 

improvement.

Preparing for this lesson:

Students require BridgeU & writing materials.

Lesson 2 Overview
Organising your experiences

Strengths Exploration

BridgeU Task (Strategy Advisor)

Title: Complete the Strategy Advisor

Details: The Strategy Advisor helps you 
collect and organise your experiences. This is 
helpful when writing your applications and 
for teachers writing your reference. 
Complete Steps 1-3.

 

Copy and 
paste into 
BridgeU!



Lesson 2 Activity 1
Organizing your experiences
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Activity: Thinking about 

experiences

Format: Group discussion

Duration: 10 minutes

What is an experience?

An event or activity that impacts you or leaves an 
impression in some way.

What different types of experiences can you think of?

Good vs. bad? Academic vs. non-academic? Professional? 
Social? Athletic? Global? Entrepreneurial?

Why is it important to consider your experiences?

Similar to your interests, strengths, and skills, your 
experiences help you begin to differentiate yourself from 
your peers.

Which experiences in your life stand out to you?

Use the pictures to help you think of some experiences.

Strengths Exploration
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Lesson 2 Activity 2
Organizing your experiences
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Activity: Begin the strategy 

advisor step 1

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 15 minutes

Log in to BridgeU and begin the ‘Strategy Advisor’.

Take a look at this video about the Strategy Advisor.

Add 5-10 experiences in ‘Step 1’ Have you overcome any 
challenges? Had experiences that are very unique from 
those of your peers? What are some of your academic 
accomplishments? What about your extracurricular 
involvements? Music? Sport? Theater?

Remember to follow this structure:

a) WHEN - the period (e.g Sep 2018 - Dec 2018); 

b) WHERE - The organization/club 

c) WHAT - describe the activities you have done

Strengths Exploration
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https://share.vidyard.com/watch/zddeosbzt1z4JNbQXQHNaa


Lesson 2 Activity 2
Organizing your experiences
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Activity: Begin the strategy 

advisor step 2 and 3

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 15 minutes

Move on to ‘Step 2’ 

Read the strategy factors so that you understand what they 
mean fully.

Tag each experience with the relevant strategy factors.

● E.g., If it is a sporting experience you may want to 
tag it with “Leadership”, “Teamwork”, 
Extra-Curricular Activities”, etc.

Go to ‘Step 3’ to improve your strategy.

How many areas are you strong in? In which areas might you 
have opportunity to improve? Read about the ways in which 
you might develop experiences in a particular area.

Strengths Exploration

13



Lesson 2 Activity 3
Organizing your experiences
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Activity: Make a SMART action 

plan

Format: Individual assignment

Duration: 15 minutes

Create an Action Plan by setting goals for any 
strategy factor areas in which you want to 
improve.

Try to come up with 3 goals. 

● E.g., I want to better explore and 
demonstrate my interest in studying 
education through volunteering.

Check that your goals are SMART.

● E.g., During lunch every Wednesday in 
March I will volunteer at a local 
kindergarten to demonstrate my 
interest in education.

S
SPECIFIC ACHIEVABLEMEASURABLE RELEVANT TIME-BASED

M A R T
Will it help 
you improve 
one of the 
strategy 
factor areas?

What exactly 
do you hope 
to achieve?

How will you 
know you 
have 
completed it 
successfully?

When will 
you do it? Do 
you have 
enough time?

Is it 
realistically 
possible?

Strengths Exploration

14
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Lesson 3

Learning Outcomes:

Students begin developing their curriculum vitae, putting 

their first foot forward into the world of employment.

Preparing for this lesson:

Distribute link for CV builder: BridgeU CV template

Lesson 3 Overview
Writing your CV

Career ExplorationStrengths Exploration

BridgeU Task (Strategy Advisor)

Title: Build your CV 

Details: Use your strategy report to 

categorise the experiences you want to 

include in your CV, and then add these to the 

CV template.

 
Copy and 
paste into 
BridgeU!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L2jI4k-a0tf3TUFFB_DKNn_r1Undx_EwxELNhtLny4Y/edit


Lesson 3 Activity 1
Curriculum Vitae - what’s in it for me?
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Activity: Introduce CV

Format: Discussion

Duration: 10 minutes

A curriculum vitae records all of the experiences that make 
you employable. You can think of it as your life story, but 
only the parts that are relevant to the working world. Every 
time you apply for a new job, it is a good idea to update your 
CV with any new experiences that are relevant.

Who needs a CV?

Anyone who is applying for work should have a CV. This 
means that it can be useful to develop one before you begin 
searching for your first job.

What should I put in my CV?

As a basic rule of thumb, you should only include 
information which relates to your ability to succeed in the 
position you’re applying for. 

Career Exploration
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Strengths Exploration



Lesson 3 Activity 2
Decide if the following experiences are appropriate for a CV:
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Activity: CV experiences

Format: Student activity

Duration: 10 minutes

Career Exploration

High school information

Parents’ occupations

List of languages spoken

Profile photo

Social media links

Previous work experience

All of your skills

Primary school information

17

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Creative writing story

Home address

Extra-curricular activities

Medical information

Place of birth

List of friends’ names

Phone number

Email address

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Strengths Exploration



Lesson 3 Activity 2
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Activity: CV experiences

Format: Student activity

Duration: 10 minutes

Career Exploration

High school information

Parents’ occupations

List of languages spoken

Profile photo

Social media links

Previous work experience

All of your skills

Primary school information

18

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Creative writing story

Home address

Extra-curricular activities

Medical information

Place of birth

List of friends’ names

Phone number

Email address

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

See suggested solutions (of course these could alter based on the position):

Maybe

Maybe

Strengths Exploration



Lesson 3 Activity 3
Use your strategy report to begin constructing your CV
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Activity: Constructing CV

Format: Computer work

Duration: 40 minutes + finish at 

home

After completing the strategy advisor, you can use the 
strategy report to begin planning your CV. Some of the 
strategy factors organise your experiences into useful 
sections.

 Instructions for CV:

1. Use your strategy report to categorise the 
experiences you want to include in your CV

(see table to the right)

2. Download the BridgeU CV template
3. Document your experiences in succinct fragments
4. Proofread your writing, it’s important to present 

yourself professionally
5. Export your CV as a pdf for digital applications

Career Exploration

19

Section in CV Relevant strategy factors

Education

Extra-curricular

Work experience

Skills

Table: Links between the strategy report and the sections of a CV.

Strengths Exploration

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L2jI4k-a0tf3TUFFB_DKNn_r1Undx_EwxELNhtLny4Y/edit


Note: the following sequence of four lessons relates to the Keys 

to Succeed psychometric assessments. If you are interested in 

gaining access to these assessments, please contact 

hi@bridge-u.com. Otherwise, skip to Lesson 8.

www.bridge-u.comBridging the gap between school and the future

Strengths Exploration

mailto:hi@bridge-u.com
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Lesson 4: 

Learning Styles 

Career Exploration

Learning outcomes:

Students understand more about their learning style.

Preparing for this lesson:

Ensure you have prepared the Access Keys for students to create 

their ‘Keys to Succeed’ accounts and give them to the students.

BridgeU Assessment:

Note: This lesson requires access to the ‘Keys to Succeed’ (KTS) Assessments. 

If you have not purchased KTS, move to Lesson 8 or contact hi@bridge-u.com 

Strengths Exploration

mailto:hi@bridge-u.com


Lesson 4 Activity 1
Learning Styles Assessment
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Activity: Explore Learning 

Styles

Format: KTS online test

Duration: 30 minutes

Visit the Keys to Succeed website  
<https://kts.humanesources.com/> and click ‘Register a New 
Account’. Type in the Access Key you have been given.

You will be asked to create an account; fill in the required 
details. After logging in, you will see My Portfolio. This 
dashboard includes the three types of assessment, as well a 
link to your Careers Summary (more on this later). 

Take the Learning Style assessment. Answer the questions 
honestly. There will be some repeated or similar questions to 
ensure the answers are valid.

Career Exploration

22

Strengths Exploration

https://kts.humanesources.com/


Lesson 4 Activity 2
Learning Styles Reflection
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Activity: Reflect on Results

Format: KTS online test/self 

reflection

Duration: 20 minutes

Once you’ve taken the Learning Styles Assessment, click on ‘View 
Full Report’.

● For each section, click on the ‘More’ button (+ symbol) to 
the left of the indicator bar (e.g. ‘Low Auditory - High 
Auditory’) to expand that section and see more 
information.

● There are recommendations for things you can do to 
become a better learner, tailored to your learning style. 
Tick at least one checkbox in each section that you will 
try to do in future, or that you already do a lot.

● Repeat this for all sections, and then rate your result out 
of four stars.

Career Exploration

23

Strengths Exploration



Lesson 4 Activity 3
Upload result to BridgeU
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Activity: Upload to BridgeU

Format: BridgeU Assessments 

task

Duration: 10 minutes

After you’ve finished taking the assessment and you have 
reflected on your result, it is time to upload the PDF report. 

● Click the ‘PDF’ button and save the file with a clear name, 
including the assessment type and your name.

● Next, log in to BridgeU and navigate to Assessments. 
Find the relevant assessment and upload the PDF report. 
This will automatically notify your teacher that you have 
completed the task.

Career Exploration

24

Strengths Exploration
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Lesson 5: 

Personality Type 

Career Exploration

Learning outcomes:

Students understand more about their personality type, and how this 

links to potential careers.

Preparing for this lesson:

Ensure you have prepared the Access Keys for students to create 

their ‘Keys to Succeed’ accounts and give them to the students.

BridgeU Assessment:

Strengths Exploration

Note: This lesson requires access to the ‘Keys to Succeed’ (KTS) Assessments. 

If you have not purchased KTS, move to Lesson 8 or contact hi@bridge-u.com 

mailto:hi@bridge-u.com


Lesson 5 Activity 1
What are personality types?
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Activity: Understand 

Personality Types E&I

Format: Discussion/reflection

Duration: 10 minutes

Carl G. Jung's 1971 theory of personality types characterises 
people by where they sit on several scales.

1. Extraverted (E) vs. Introverted (I):

○ Extraverts are typically more outgoing and enjoy a lot of 
stimulation, socialising and thrive off being around other 
people.

○ Introverts tend to be a bit more reserved and 
inward-thinking, preferring their own company they are 
less comfortable in big groups.

Do you see yourself as more Extraverted or Introverted? Write 
down your opinion and your reasons in your notebook.

Career Exploration
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Extravert  Introvert

Strengths Exploration



Lesson 5 Activity 1
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Activity: Understand 

Personality Types S&N

Format: Discussion/reflection

Duration: 5 minutes

2. Sensing (S) vs. Intuition (N):

○ Sensing means that you mainly believe information you 
receive directly from the external world. You perceive this 
information to be most true.

○ Intuition means that you believes mainly information you 
receive from the internal or imaginative world - you ‘trust 
your gut feeling’. You perceive these internal feelings to be 
most true.

Do you see yourself as more Sensing or Intuition? Write down 
your opinion and your reasons in your notebook.

Career Exploration

27

Sensing  Intuition

Strengths Exploration



Lesson 5 Activity 1
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Activity: Understand 

Personality Types T&F

Format: Discussion/reflection

Duration: 5 minutes

3. Thinking (T) vs. Feeling (F):

○ Thinking means that a person makes a decision mainly 
through logic. You look at the potential outcomes and 
analyse to come to a decision.

○ Feeling means that, as a rule, you make a decision based on 
emotion, i.e. based on what you feel you should do. You ‘go 
with your heart’ often.

Do you see yourself as more Thinking or Feeling? Write down your 
opinion and your reasons in your notebook.

Career Exploration

28

Thinking  Feeling

Strengths Exploration



Lesson 5 Activity 1
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Activity: Understand 

Personality Types J&P

Format: Discussion/reflection

Duration: 5 minutes

Isabel Briggs Myers, a researcher and practitioner of Jung’s theory, 
proposed a fourth scale in 1980.

4. Judging (T) vs. Perceiving (P):

○ Judging means that you tend to organise all of your life 
events in quite a lot of detail, and, as a rule, sticks to your 
plans. You’re more comfortable knowing exactly how things 
are going to go before they happen.

○ Perceiving means that you are inclined to improvise and 
explore alternative options. You’re happy to ‘wing it’.

Do you see yourself as more Judging or Perceiving? Write down 
your opinion and your reasons in your notebook.

Career Exploration

29

Judging               Perceiving

Strengths Exploration



Lesson 5 Activity 1
Activity: Understand 16 

Personality Types

Format: Discussion/reflection

Duration: 5 minutes

● There are 16 possible 
combinations - which are 
you?

● Find your four-letter 
personality type 
(self-identified) and search 
for it on the Internet to 
discover more information. 

● Do you agree with what you 
find?

Career Exploration

30

Strengths Exploration



Lesson 5 Activity 2
Personality Type Assessment
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Activity: Explore Personality 

Type

Format: KTS online test

Duration: 20 minutes

Log in to the Keys to Succeed website: 

https://kts.humanesources.com/

Once logged in, click on ‘My Portfolio’.

Take the Personality Type assessment.

Answer honestly. There will be some repeated or similar 
questions to ensure the answers are valid

Career Exploration

31

Strengths Exploration

https://kts.humanesources.com/


Lesson 5 Activity 3
Personality Type Reflection
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Activity: Reflect on Results

Format: Self reflection

Duration: 10 minutes

Once you’ve taken the Personality Type Assessment, click on 
‘View Full Report’.

● Look at the ‘Your Personality’ section first. Does your 4 
letter Personality Type match the one you had before?

● Click on the ‘+’ sign of the bar that indicates Introversion (I) 
vs Extroversion (E) to expand that section and see more 
information. Repeat for each section.

● There are recommendations for things you can do to 
become a better learner. Click to expand each section and 
tick at least one checkbox in each section that you will try to 
do in future, or that you already do a lot.

● Download the PDF 
report and upload to 
BridgeU in Assessments

Career Exploration

32

Strengths Exploration
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Lesson 6: Multiple 

Intelligences

Career Exploration

Learning outcomes:

Students understand more about their strengths, and how these can 

be harnessed to improve learning.

Preparing for this lesson:

Ensure you have prepared the Access Keys for students to create 

their ‘Keys to Succeed’ accounts and give them to the students.

BridgeU Assessment:

Strengths Exploration

Note: This lesson requires access to the ‘Keys to Succeed’ (KTS) Assessments. 

If you have not purchased KTS, move to Lesson 8 or contact hi@bridge-u.com 

mailto:hi@bridge-u.com


Lesson 6 Activity 1
What are multiple Intelligences?

www.bridge-u.com

Activity: Understand Multiple 

Intelligences

Format: Discussion

Duration: 10 minutes

● The theory of multiple intelligences was 
developed in 1983 by Dr. Howard Gardner, 
professor of education at Harvard 
University.

● It suggests that the traditional notion of 
intelligence–based on I.Q. testing–is far too 
limited. 

● Instead, Dr. Gardner proposes 8 different 
intelligences to account for a broader range 
of human potential in children and adults. 

● Which types of intelligence do you think you 
are strongest in? Write down a self-rating 
out of 10 for each type.

Career Exploration
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-Linguistic intelligence (“word smart”)

-Logical-mathematical intelligence 
(“number/reasoning smart”)

-Visual-Spatial intelligence (“picture 
smart”)

-Bodily-Kinesthetic intelligence (“body 
smart”)

-Musical intelligence (“music smart”)

-Interpersonal intelligence (“people 
smart”)

-Intrapersonal intelligence (“self smart”)

-Naturalist intelligence (“nature smart”)



Lesson 6 Activity 2
Multiple Intelligences Assessment
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Activity: Explore Multiple 

Intelligences

Format: KTS online test

Duration: 20 minutes

Log in to the Keys to Succeed website: 

https://kts.humanesources.com/

Once logged in, click on ‘My Portfolio’.

Take the Multiple Intelligences assessment.

Answer honestly. There will be some repeated or similar 
questions to ensure the answers are valid

Career Exploration

35
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Lesson 6 Activity 3
Multiple Intelligences Reflection
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Activity: Reflect on Results

Format: Self reflection

Duration: 10 minutes

Once you’ve taken the Multiple Intelligences Assessment, click on 
‘View Full Report’.

● Look at the. ‘Intelligence and You’ section first.

● Click on the ‘+’ sign of the bar that indicates a type of 
intelligence (e.g. spatial intelligence) to expand that section 
and see more information. 

● Tick the boxes that apply to you in the Strengths and 
Challenges sections

● Download the PDF 
report and upload to 
BridgeU in Assessments

Career Exploration

36



Lesson 6 Activity 4
Careers and Pathways
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Activity: Careers and Pathways

Format: KTS online exploration

Duration: 20 minutes

Once you’ve taken all of the assessments, click on Career and 
Pathways.

● These careers have been recommended to you based on 
your assessment results. Use the filters if you want to see 
less options.

● Click on the Career title and click on the tabs to read the 
following information for each career:

○ Overview
○ Knowledge and Skills
○ Tasks and Activities

● If you think that careers would be a great fit for you, give 
it 3 stars. If you might potentially want to research this 
career further, give it 2 stars. If it’s probably not right for 
you but you wouldn’t rule it out completely, give it 1 star. 
If it’s a definite no, give it 0 stars.

●

Career Exploration

37
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Lesson 7

Lesson 7 Overview
Keys to Succeed Careers

Learning outcomes:

Students understand more about their multiple intelligences and 

which careers suit their intelligence portfolio.

Preparing for this lesson:

Ensure you have prepared the Access Codes for students to create 

their KTS Accounts and give them to the students.

Career Exploration

Note: This lesson requires access to the ‘Keys to Succeed’ (KTS) Assessments. 

If you have not purchased KTS, move to Lesson 8 or contact hi@bridge-u.com 

BridgeU Custom Task

Title: Explore careers in KTS

Details: Log into KTS and navigate to 
your recommended careers. Spend 
some time noting down your Careers 
Clusters.

 

mailto:hi@bridge-u.com


Lesson 7 Activity 1
Multiple Intelligences: Top Careers
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Activity: logging on and 

navigating

Format: KTS website

Duration: 5 minutes

Log in to the Keys to Succeed website: 

https://kts.humanesources.com/

Once logged in, click on ‘My Portfolio’.

● Click ‘VIEW FULL REPORT’ on the ‘Multiple 
Intelligences’ assessment.

● Expand the top Intelligence type by clicking on the 
‘+’ sign and focus on the ‘Top Careers for X 
Intelligence’ section.

Career Exploration

39
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Lesson 7 Activity 2
Top Careers Reflection

Activity: Reflect on Careers

Format: KTS online test/self 

reflection

Duration: 30 minutes

● Click on the top career in the box to see more 
information about it. Use the tabs to research:

○ Overview - do you understand this career?
○ Knowledge and Skills - do you have these?
○ Tasks and Activities - would you enjoy these?
○ Compare to Me - do you have the right mind?

● If you think that careers would be a great fit for you, 
give it 3 stars. If you might potentially want to research 
this career further, give it 2 stars. If it’s probably not right 
for you but you wouldn’t rule it out completely, give it 1 
star. If it’s a definite no, give it 0 stars.

● Close the box and repeat this for each career and then 
repeat for each of the different types of intelligence.

Career Exploration

40



Lesson 7 Activity 3
Careers Clusters

Activity: Reflect on Careers

Format: KTS results/take notes 

Duration: 25 minutes

● You may have noticed while exploring the recommended 
pathways in either the ‘Personality Types’ or ‘Multiple 
Intelligences’ results, that there is a section called 
‘Combined Results’.

● These take into account all of the assessments you have 
completed to give you a select set of potential careers.

● Look at what Career Clusters these results are in and 
write them down.

● Reflection: which of the careers is most surprising to 
you? Has this suggestion change the way you think about 
your skills and future?

Career Exploration

41
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Lesson 8

Learning Outcomes:

Students understand how to relate interests, strengths and 

skills to career options, and how much job markets are 

changing due to emerging technologies.

Preparing for this lesson:

Students require writing materials, BridgeU and their 

interests/strengths/skills mind maps from Lesson 1.

Lesson 8 Overview
Thinking about careers

Career Exploration

BridgeU Custom Task

Title: Begin exploring Careers

Details: Navigate to Careers and begin 
searching through the careers families, 
distinguishing which are best related to 
your skills.

 



Lesson 8 Activity 1
Thinking about careers
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Activity: Approaches to career 

research

Format: Group discussion

Duration: 5 minutes

Not sure which career you want to pursue? That’s okay!

There are 2 ways to tackle this decision: top-down or bottom-up. Neither is more right or wrong than the other.

TO
P 

D
O

W
N
BO

TTO
M

 U
P

Start with a CAREER

Which interests, 
strengths and skills are 
required for this job?

Do these interests, 
strengths and skills align 
with yours?

What do you need to 
learn or improve to be 
successful in this career?

Is there anything you 
should learn or improve 
to succeed in this career?

Which careers might 
match your interests, 
strengths and skills?

What are you good at? 
What do you enjoy doing?

Start with YOU

Career Exploration
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Lesson 8 Activity 2
Match the  degree  to the  job :
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Activity: Career pathways

Format: Group activity

Duration: 5 minutes

Career Exploration

English Literature

Genetics

Chemistry

Fine Art

History & Swahili

English & Psychology

Software Engineering

International Business

Head of Training

Data Scientist

CEO

Designer

Product Manager

Computer Programmer

Head of Customer Service

Sales

44

On the left are all degrees that people 
who work for BridgeU have studied at 
university.

On the right are jobs that people do at 
BridgeU.

Can you match each person’s degree 
subject with the job that they do?



Lesson 8 Activity 2
Match the degree to the job: answers
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Activity: Career pathways

Format: Group activity

Duration: 5 minutes

Career Exploration

English Literature

Genetics

Chemistry

Fine Art

History & Swahili

English & Psychology

Software Engineering

International Business

Computer Programmer

Designer

Data Scientist

Head of Customer Service

Head of Training

CEO

Product Manager

Sales
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As you can see, the degree you study doesn’t necessarily dictate the job you will do when you are 
older. If you are unsure of what to do, don’t stress! Try to study something that you enjoy. Work 
hard, and see what pathways open up for you in the future.



Lesson 8 Activity 3
Thinking about careers
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Activity: Explore changing 

career opportunities

Format: Group discussion & 

individual assignment

Duration: 15 minutes

Technology has transformed several careers.

In 1899, Charles H. Duell, Commissioner of the US 
Patent Office said “Everything that can be invented has 
been invented”. At the time, most people agreed!

Can you think of some jobs that did not 
exist 15 years ago?

See the pictures for some examples. 
Write down any you can think of.

What would be your dream job, even if 
you don’t know that it currently exists?

Write down as much detail about this 
future dream job as you can.

UBER DRIVER APP DEVELOPER DATA SCIENTIST DRONE 
ENGINEER

SELF-DRIVING 
CAR ENGINEER

SOCIAL MEDIA 
MANAGER

Career Exploration
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Lesson 8 Activity 4
Thinking about careers
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Activity: Explore careers tool

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 15 minutes

Log in to BridgeU and click on ‘Careers’.

Take a look at this video about the Careers Tool.

Explore some of the Career families that are relevant to you.

Use one of the following tools to help begin finding the right 
career family for you:

● Option 1: for users of Keys to Succeed 
● Option 2: for everyone else

Reflection

In your exploration of the careers families, are you noticing 
similar themes from your previous research? 

Are there any careers that jump out to you more than others?

Do you have a visceral reaction to any of the careers? If so - 
unpack this. What is making you feel so strongly?

Career Exploration
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https://share.vidyard.com/watch/W1wCibov1XVvZSLr1YLare
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Agriculture, Food and 
Natural Resources

Architecture and 
Construction

Arts, A/V Technology 
and Communications

Business Management 
and Administration

Education and Training
Finance Government and 

Public Administration

Health Science Hospitality and Tourism
Human Services

Information 
Technology Law, Public Safety, 

Corrections and Security

Manufacturing Marketing

Science, Tech, 
Engineering and Maths

Science, Tech, 
Engineering and Maths

Business Management 
and Administration

Health Science

Arts, A/V Technology 
and Communications

Business Management 
and Administration

Marketing

Science, Tech, Engineering 
and Maths

Manufacturing

Science, Tech, Engineering 
and Maths

Use the following guide to identify 
links between the BridgeU Careers 
families and the Keys to Succeed 
Assessments Careers Clusters

Grey writing = 
BridgeU Careers 
families

Maroon writing = 
Keys to Succeed 
Careers clusters

www.bridge-u.com

Option 1 (KTS)
Career Exploration



Option 2 (no KTS)
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Use the skills mind map to 
categorise yourself within the 
career category circle.

Are your skills concentrated in one 
part of the circle or spread out?

See Appendix I - Help Sheets for 
additional resources to help 
students map skills to careers.

Career Exploration

Research 
Skills

Technical 
Skills

Comms 
Skills

Inter- 
personal 

Skills

Manage- 
ment 
Skills

Literacy & 
Number 

Skills

Creative 
Skills

Practical 
Skills
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Lesson 9

Learning Outcomes:

Students understand how their interests, strengths and 

skills relate to various career options and how to research 

those career options on BridgeU.

Preparing for this lesson:

Students require their interests/strengths/skills mind maps 

from Lesson 1, Appendix I help sheets, writing materials 

and BridgeU.

Lesson 9 Overview
Researching career options

Career Exploration

BridgeU Assessments Task

Assessment Provider: BridgeU Careers 
Report

Assessment URL: https://careers.bridge-u.com/ 

Details: Build a report by clicking on 
"Interested" for careers and subjects you 
want to look at. Click View Report. Click Print, 
but then select "Save as PDF" from the 
printer menu. Upload your Careers Report to 
Assessments as a PDF file.

 

https://careers.bridge-u.com/


Lesson 9 Activity 1
Researching career options
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Activity: Shortlist career 

interests

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 15 minutes

Log in to BridgeU and click on Careers.

It’s time to explore the various Careers families, beginning with 
those that you identified in the previous lesson. Mark ‘interested’ 
for any careers you want to research further. 

Try to add around 15 different possible careers that interest you, 
based on the results of your psychometric assessments and/or by 
assessing your own skills. Further, make sure that you also signal 
which related degree subjects that you should study in order to 
access your potential career pathways.

Note: As you continue to signal your interest in careers and degrees, 
the right-hand list will begin to populate. You can remove careers 
and degrees at any time.

Career Exploration
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Lesson 9 Activity 2
Researching career options
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Activity: Research shortlisted 

job interests: top 3

Format: BridgeU task + writing

Duration: 15 minutes

For each career, BridgeU supplies up-to-date and relevant job 
market information. Use this information to start compiling 
research about your growing list of jobs and degrees.

● In your own words, write a short paragraph describing 
each job.

● Take a look at the related skills. Do the skills listed align 
with your strengths? Which skills do you need to 
develop?

● Note the average salary. Compare the average starting 
salary to the average salary after 9 years. Is there a big 
difference between the two?

● Finally, check the monthly demand chart and determine 
whether or not this career is ‘future-proof’. I.e. Do you 
think this career will still exist in 10 years time?

Career Exploration
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Lesson 9 Activity 3
Upload Careers Report to BridgeU
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Activity: Upload to BridgeU

Format: BridgeU Assessments 

task

Duration: 10 minutes

After you’ve finished adding jobs and degrees to your list, you can 
produce your Careers Report. 

● Click ‘View Careers Report’ 
and then the ‘Print Report’ 
button at the top of the page.

● In the pop-up window, 
choose the option 
‘Save as PDF’ and then 
press ‘Save’.

● Next, log in to BridgeU and navigate to Assessments. 
Find the relevant assessment and upload the PDF 
Careers report. This will automatically notify your 
teacher that you have completed the task.

Career Exploration
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Lesson 9 Activity 4
Identifying best-fit careers
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Activity: What is important to 

you in a career?

Format: Group discussion & 

individual assignment

Duration: 5 minutes

What are important things to consider in a career?

As a class, brainstorm a list and write it on the board.

From the list, pick the top five career fit factors which are 
most important to you individually, and write them down. 
Try sorting these five career fit factors in the order of most 
important to least important.

JOB SECURITY

CAREER 
PROGRESSION

HAPPINESS 
& 
ENJOYMENT

MONEY

WORK-LIF
E 
BALANCE

Career Exploration

COLLEAGUES

PASSION FOR 
YOUR WORK

LOCATION

EASY vs 
CHALLENGING

Examples of what might be 
important in a career...
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Lesson 9 Activity 4
Identifying best-fit careers
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Activity: Picking the right path

Format: Individual assignment

Duration: 15 minutes

Create a table with your top three job 
interests and the five career fit factors you 
just identified.

For each job, score each factor.

● 2 = job matches this factor
● 1 = job partially matches this factor
● 0 = job does not match this factor

Now, total your scores.

● 10/10 is a great fit for you
● 0/10 is a bad fit for you

Compare your results with a peer, and discuss 
which job scored the highest!

Job 1 Job 2 Job 3

Factor 1                /2                /2                /2

Factor 2                /2                /2                /2

Factor 3                /2                /2                /2

Factor 4                /2                /2                /2

Factor 5                /2                /2                /2

Total                /10                /10                /10

Career Exploration
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Lesson 10

Learning Outcomes:

Students identify potential educational pathways to achieve 

their career goals.

Preparing for this lesson:

Print or share link to required reading material.

Lesson 10 Overview
Choosing high school subjects

Subject Exploration

BridgeU Custom Task

Title: Find Subject Interests in Careers

Details: In Careers, note down key 
subject interests which relate to your 
desired careers. Map these to the high 
school subjects available for next year.

 

https://bridge-u.com/blog/surprising-career-trends-operations-management/


Lesson 10 Activity 1
Surprising career trends: operations management
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Activity: Surprising career 

trends

Format: Read and respond

Duration: 10 minutes

Subject Exploration
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Read: ‘Surprising career trends: operations management’

Discussion questions:

1. What are some examples of subject pathways to become an 
operations manager? Name at least three.

2. What kind of business might need an operations manager – why?

3. What element of the operations management field makes it 
‘surprising’? Brainstorm other trends in the workforce that might 
have been considered ‘surprising’ in the past.

4. Class discussion: How can we choose educational subjects to 
develop skills for careers that do not exist yet?

https://bridge-u.com/blog/surprising-career-trends-operations-management/


Lesson 10 Activity 2
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Activity: Relate degrees to 

careers

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 20 minutes

Log in to BridgeU and click on Careers.

Based on the top three job interests you selected 
previously, click ‘more info’ to explore the list of related 
degree subjects.

Mark ‘interested’ to add any degree subjects you want to 
consider studying to your degree interests list. Try to add 
5-10 degree interests.

Create a mind map, demonstrating the widest range of 
degrees which could relate to a single career.

See example to the right, then create your own for at least 
one Career family.

Using the Careers Planner to find degree pathways

Subject Exploration
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Business 
Administration 

and Management

Liberal Arts

Marketing

Communications 
and Media Studies

Degrees that can lead to 
a career in marketing

Public Relations 
and Advertising

Economics

Computer 
Science and 

IT



From your list of degree interests, narrow down your 
choices to three for further research.

Do these university courses have subject requirements? If 
so, what are they and does your school offer these subjects?

Now follow the subject selection flow chart to the right, 
and begin making choices about which subjects you will 
take in your final years of schooling.

Make sure that you discuss your subject selection with your 
teachers, parents and peers. 

Once you have your final list of high school subjects, 
remember to double check that they will meet the subject 
requirements for entrance into your chosen university 
degrees.

Lesson 10 Activity 3
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Activity: Choose high school 

subjects

Format: Individual assignment

Duration: 30 minutes + finish at 

home
Choosing your high school subjects

Subject Exploration
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Lesson 11

Learning Outcomes:

Students explore and compare university destinations 

globally.

Preparing for this lesson:

Print or share the links - see Activity 1 - for global 

destinations.

Lesson 11 Overview
Exploring global university destinations

University Exploration



Lesson 11 Activity 1
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Activity: Global university 

destinations

Format: Read + group discussion

Duration: 20 minutes

Take a poll of the class: which countries are you 
considering for university?

Based on the results, students break into small groups and 
read one of the following destination guides:

● Guide to studying in the UK
● Guide to studying in the USA
● Guide to studying in Canada
● Guide to studying in Hong Kong
● Guide to studying in Australia
● Guide to studying in the Netherlands

Report back on the five most important things that you 
learn as a group about the destination.

Exploring global university destinations

University Exploration
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https://help.bridge-u.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360008670534-PDF-Guide-Applying-to-UK-Universities
https://help.bridge-u.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360008671654-PDF-Guide-Applying-to-US-Universities
https://help.bridge-u.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360010575894-PDF-Guide-Applying-to-Canadian-Universities
https://help.bridge-u.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360010576094-PDF-Guide-Applying-to-Hong-Kong-Universities
https://help.bridge-u.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360010656113-PDF-Guide-Applying-to-Australian-Universities
https://help.bridge-u.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360012166694-PDF-Guide-Applying-to-Universities-in-The-Netherlands


Lesson 11 Activity 2
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Activity: Research application 

processes

Format: Individual research

Duration: 40 minutes + finish at 

home

Create a table, documenting your research into the 
university destinations that you are interested in. 
Consider the following:

● Are there any key deadlines? 
● Are there any tests you are required to take?
● What types of documents might you have to submit 

with your application (e.g., transcript, essays, 
recommendations)? How many universities do you 
typically apply to?

● What are typical application fees, if any?
● What is your eligibility to study in this country; will 

you require a visa?
● Are there any additional costs for international 

students? How significant are these costs?

Despite the challenges of studying abroad, remember that 
there are many benefits to undertaking your university 
studies overseas. Read: ‘The joys of studying abroad’.

Exploring global university destinations

University Exploration
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Lesson 12

Learning Outcomes:

Students explore their academic and personal preferences 

to identify best-fit universities.

Preparing for this lesson:

Students require BridgeU.

Lesson 12 Overview
Identifying best-fit universities

University Exploration

BridgeU Task (University Matches)

Title: Build your Shortlist with University 
Matches

Details: Complete the profile builder, then 
browse your university matches. Shortlist 
and discard as necessary. Add known 
universities directly from Shortlist page.

 



Lesson 12 Activity 1
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Activity: The university search 

process

Format: Group discussion

Duration: 10 minutes

Have you begun researching universities?

What types of resources have you used? What have you 
liked or disliked about those resources?

How can a regular university search be challenging?

You are likely to get many results, so you scan through them 
looking for universities you recognise rather than those you 
might be well matched to.

How does BridgeU help?

Based on the academic and personal preferences you enter, 
BridgeU recommends best-fit courses and universities.

Identifying best-fit universities

University Exploration
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Lesson 12 Activity 2
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Activity: Complete your profile 

builder

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 10 minutes

Log in to BridgeU and complete the Profile Builder.

● Basic Information
○ This includes the countries you are 

considering for university study
● Education

○ Enter the grades you realistically hope to 
achieve by the time you graduate

● Subject Interests
○ Refer to degree interests saved in Careers
○ Aim to enter 5-10 subject interests

● Personal Preferences
○ This is completely up to you!

Note: You can return to the Profile Builder at any time to 
update these details.

Identifying best-fit universities

University Exploration
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Lesson 12 Activity 3
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Activity: Get your university 

matches

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 10 minutes

After answering all questions in your Profile Builder, click to 
Get your university matches.

Which university matches did you receive?

What types of courses were you recommended (Not applicable 
for US)? Have you heard of some of these universities before? 
Are you surprised by any of the matches?

Try adjusting information entered into your Profile Builder to 
see if your matches change.

What if you change your grades? Personal preferences? 
University destinations of interest?

Identifying best-fit universities

University Exploration
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Lesson 12 Activity 4
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Activity: Shortlist or discard 

university matches

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 10 minutes

Click on ‘more info’ to learn more about a suggested 
university match.

If applicable, hover over ‘additional requirements’ to check 
that you meet any entry requirements. 

Shortlist or discard university matches to see more 
suggestions.

Aim to shortlist at least 3 reach, 3 match, and 3 safety 
options.

Identifying best-fit universities

University Exploration
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Reflection question:

How do your choices reflect your destination and subject 
preferences? If there is a clear preference, why do you think 
this is?
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Lesson 13

Learning Outcomes:

Students research university options to better understand 

the universities or courses to which they want to apply.

Preparation for this lesson:

Print or share links - see Activity 2 - for info on university 

visits.

Lesson 13 Overview
Researching shortlisted universities

University Shortlist

BridgeU Task (Shortlist)

Title: Research universities in shortlist

Details: Go to Shortlist page and click into 
each institution to access your scrapbooks. 
For each university, add notes to reflect 
information that you find in their web page 
and from any university visits.

 



Lesson 13 Activity 1
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Activity: Add notes to your 

BridgeU scrapbook

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 30 minutes

Log in to BridgeU and click on Universities > Shortlist.

Add research notes to your scrapbook for each of your 
shortlisted universities or courses.

● Does the university offer courses or majors aligned with 
your interests?

● Are there any entry requirements you have not yet met? 
○ E.g., Admissions or language tests

● What are the application requirements?
○ Are there any supplementary requirements such 

as a portfolio, audition, or interview?
● Is there an application deadline?

○ If there are multiple deadline options, which 
deadline are you aiming for?

Researching shortlisted universities
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University Shortlist



Lesson 13 Activity 2
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Activity: Connect with 

university representatives

Format: Individual assignment

Duration: 10 minutes

As you begin to narrow in on your application list, it is important to 
seek more detailed information about your destinations. Depending 
on your circumstances, there are many options including:

● Open days (more info and tips)
● University rep visits/University fairs (more info and tips)
● Virtual tours
● Make contact with current students or recent graduates

If you have the opportunity to speak with a uni rep or a current 
student:

Brainstorm a list of questions to ask. Try to come up with 2-3 questions. 
Remember these rules:

❌ Don’t ask for information that is available online

✔Do ask for an email address to send a thank you message and any 
follow up questions

Researching shortlisted universities
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Lesson 14

Learning Outcomes:

Students understand how to write their Personal Statement / 

Common App Essay.

Preparation for this lesson:

Prepare  guides and sample writing (print or share the writing 

guides - see Activity 1.

Prepare worksheet to plan writing, referring to strategy 

advisor - print Statement or Essay worksheets - see Activity 2.

Lesson 14 Overview
Create a plan for application writing

Personal Statement / Essay Writing

https://bridge-u.com/personal-statement
https://bridge-u.com/common-application-template


Lesson 14 Activity 1
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Activity: Preparing to write an 

essay

Format: reading + BridgeU task

Duration: 30 minutes

Read the information on one (or both) of the following types of 
application writing.

● UK Personal Statement Guide

● US Essay Guide

Write down your top five tips from the relevant guides. Then 
discuss the important points as a class.

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.

Drafting your statement / essay

Personal Statement / Essay Writing
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https://help.bridge-u.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360008343114-PDF-Guide-UK-Personal-Statement
https://help.bridge-u.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360008817853-PDF-Guide-US-application-essays
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Lesson 14 Activity 2
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Activity: Preparing to write 

Format: Worksheet + BridgeU 

task 

Duration: 30 minutes

● Read through your Strategy Report and make notes on 
the most important things to include, and in which order 
you want them to appear in your own essay.

○ Note: Remember to click on the relevant country 
when looking at your Strategy Report, as 
different destinations require you to emphasize 
different qualities and experiences in your 
application.

● Complete the Prepare your Statement or Essay 
Worksheet 

Drafting your statement / essay

Personal Statement / Essay Writing
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Lesson 15

Learning Outcomes:

Students begin drafting their Personal Statements and/or 

Common App Essays.

Preparation for this lesson:

Students require BridgeU.

Lesson 15 Overview
Drafting your Personal Statement / Common App 
Essay

Personal Statement / Essay Writing



Lesson 15 Activity 1
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Activity: Review sample writing

Format: BridgeU task: read and 

respond

Duration: 20 minutes

Staring at a blank page can be daunting. For inspiration, read 
through some excellent samples of Personal Statements and/or 
Common App Essays.

● Go to the Writing Builder in BridgeU. Read through the 
example Personal Statements (if applying to UK university 
systems) and/or Common Application Essays (if applying 
to US or global universities). 

● Pay attention to the annotations that explain why the 
applicant has included different sentences. These 
annotations are linked to the Strategy Factors from the 
Strategy Advisor.

● Discuss: what makes these applications successful? Can 
you see any space for improvement?

Drawing inspiration from some of the greats!

Personal Statement / Essay Writing

75



Armed with your completed planning worksheet and Strategy 
Report, it’s time to begin your first draft! 

● Begin to write your own Personal Statement / Common 
App Essay using the Writing Builder.

● Continue to expand and improve your first draft in your 
own time when this session ends. 

● Ask for guidance from your teacher  by clicking:

● You and your teacher can both make annotations by 
clicking:

Lesson 15 Activity 2

www.bridge-u.com

Activity: Drafting Personal 

Statement/Common App Essay

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 40 minutes + finish at 

home
Drafting your Personal Statement / Common App Essay

Personal Statement / Essay Writing
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Lesson 16

Learning outcomes:

Students learn how to identify teacher recommenders and 

request a strong recommendation letter.

Preparing for this lesson:

Students require BridgeU and writing materials.

Professional reading:  

https://bridge-u.com/blog/writing-a-college-letter-of-recommend
ation/

Lesson 16 Overview
Requesting a recommendation letter

Recommendations/References

https://bridge-u.com/blog/writing-a-college-letter-of-recommendation/
https://bridge-u.com/blog/writing-a-college-letter-of-recommendation/


Lesson 16 Activity 1
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Activity: Identifying 

recommendation writers

Format: BridgeU/individual task

Duration: 15 minutes

First, review application requirements to understand if any 
teacher recommendations are required. 

Not all universities require students to request a recommendation 
letter from a teacher. Revisit your shortlist to check if the 
universities you are considering require any teacher 
recommendations. Note how many recommendation letters are 
required per university, if any.

Brainstorm a list of potential teachers you may want to ask for  a 
recommendation letter.

Consider any of your teachers who recently taught you a subject 
you enjoyed and excelled in. Ideally, consider any of your subject 
teachers who have also interacted with you outside of the 
classroom. For example, if your chemistry teacher is also your 
swim coach, this teacher will be able to provide both an academic 
and non-academic perspective.

Requesting a recommendation letter 

Recommendations/References

?
?
?
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Lesson 16 Activity 2
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Activity: Draft a 

recommendation request

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 25 minutes
Requesting a recommendation letter

Recommendations/References

Log on to BridgeU and click on Recommendations 

Go to My Progress, followed by New Recommendation.

Enter your recommender’s name and email address.

Adapt the existing message or write your own. Aim to include:

● Classes or activities you completed with this teacher.
● Anything you would like highlighted in the letter, and why.
● A request - don’t assume the teacher will write the letter, 

instead ask if he or she would feel comfortable writing you a 
strong letter of recommendation.

Save your message without clicking ‘send now’. 

‘Preview’ the full message before sending. Along with your request, 
BridgeU will send your recommender information you entered into 
your strategy advisor, shortlist, and application list.
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Lesson 17

Lesson 17 Overview
Finalising your university application list

Learning Outcomes:

Students decide which universities to apply to and understand the 

specific requirements. 

Preparation for this lesson:

Students require BridgeU and writing materials.

Finalise University List



Lesson 17 Activity 1
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Activity: Applying to university

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 20 minutes

Now you have your shortlist, and you have researched 
extensively about these universities, which ones do you 
want to apply for?

● Pick the universities from your shortlist that you 
want to apply to, and click Add to application list.

● Indicate  the appropriate deadline and select how 
you will apply (ask your advisor if you are unsure).

● Remember, this is not completely final yet, you still 
have time to go back and change your mind. 

● You may have additional information to look at.  
Click the name of the university and any additional 
information will be displayed. Make a note of what it 
says, including documents required and deadlines.

Finalising your university application list

Finalise University List
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Activity: Applying to university

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 20 minutes

Make a note of any additional information you can find on 
BridgeU.

Now research everything you can find out about applying 
to that university, and if applicable, that specific course.

● Make detailed notes on any useful information so 
that you don’t forget.

● Come up with a plan to ensure you maximise your 
chances of being accepted.

Finalising your university application list

Finalise University List
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Lesson 18

Learning outcomes:

Students learn how to organize and keep track of their 

university applications.

Preparing for this lesson:

Students require a final application list from Lesson

Prepare article: print or share link.

Lesson 18 Overview
Tracking application progress

Application Submission

https://bridge-u.com/blog/university-application-decisions/


Lesson 18 Activity 1
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Activity: Waiting on university 

decisions

Format: Read and respond

Duration: 15 minutes

Read ‘University Application: What to Do When Universities 
Make Their Decisions’. 

Discussion Questions:

1. What are the key deadlines for students’ destinations?

2. What can students do while they await universities’ 
decisions?

3. This can be an extremely stressful period for young 
people. Discuss some strategies to mitigate stress.

Waiting for decisions on University Applications

Application Submission
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Lesson 18 Activity 2
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Activity: Track application 

progress

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 15 minutes

Log in to BridgeU and click on Universities > Applications. 
Update your application list in BridgeU as you prepare your 
application materials.

Make sure you are registered on the relevant application portal 
for each university or course.

Some universities allow you to apply directly through their 
website, while others require you to submit applications through a 
centralized application portal. Make sure you register for the 
relevant application route for each university or course.

Note: For some US/Canadian/other destinations, you will be able 
to see the status of any documents that need to be sent by your 
teacher in the Applications section.

Tracking application progress

Application Submission
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Lesson 19

Learning outcomes:

Students prepare for the transition to university as they 

approach graduation.

Preparing for this lesson:

Students require a final application list from Lesson 14.

Lesson 19 Overview
Transitioning to university

Offers/Acceptances



Lesson 19 Activity 1
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Activity: Record application 

outcomes

Format: BridgeU task

Duration: 15 minutes

Log in to BridgeU and click on Universities > Applications. 
Update your application list in BridgeU as you receive decisions 
from universities.

If you have received any conditional offers, make sure to enter the 
terms of the conditions.

Continue to update once you decide to attend or not attend.

Make sure you update the status of all applications. Speak with 
your counsellor if you need guidance with any waitlist, conditional 
offer, gap year, financial, or other considerations. 

Consider sending a note to your counsellor and any teachers or 
other individuals who helped you with this process to thank 
them and inform them of the university you plan to attend.

Transitioning to university

Offers/Acceptances
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Lesson 19 Activity 2
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Activity: Prepare for university

Format: Individual assignment

Duration: 15 minutes

Is there anything you need to do to secure your spot to attend 
the university?

● Do you have to formally inform the university of your 
decision to accept their offer of admission?

● Do you have to send any final test scores or transcripts?
● Do you have to pay a deposit or other fee?

Are there any other logistical considerations?

● Do you need to apply for a student visa?
● Do you need to book your travel to university?

Connect with other students attending your university.

● Are there any events for admitted and/or attending 
students in your area?

● Are there any social media groups you can join to connect 
with other students attending your university?

Transitioning to university

Offers/Acceptances
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Activity: Reflecting on the 

transition

Format: Group discussion

Duration: 15 minutes

What are you most excited about for university?

Learning opportunities? Being in a new place? Greater independence?

Is there anything you are nervous about?

Homesickness? Culture shock? Staying healthy? Making friends? Explore 
relevant resources at your university, such as orientation programs, an 
international students office, or a counselling and wellness center.

What will you miss the most about home?

Family? Friends? A particular place? A type of food?

In small groups, brainstorm ways to keep in touch with:

● Family
● Friends
● Your school

Transitioning to university

Offers/Acceptances

Ideas for keeping in touch with...

Family
● Weekly video call
● Visits during holiday breaks

Friends
● Group chat
● Social media updates

School
● School alumni events
● Email your teachers
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Appendix I
Career Exploration Help Sheets 
for Lesson 8 - Also available as a 
printable A4 handout (email 
hi@bridge-u.com)
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NwHrNwJJj_1dT4HdudkDcud1toYN5NWI/view?usp=sharing


Exploring different
Careers

Help Sheet

L8  Career Exploration

Research 
Skills

Technical 
Skills

Comms 
Skills

Inter- 
personal 

Skills

Manage- 
ment 
Skills

Literacy 
Number 

Skills

Creative 
Skills

Practical 
Skills

Bottom-up approach:

● Using your mind map of interests, 
strengths and skills, try to match them 
up with one of the skill-set categories 
(oval shapes) in the diagram.

● Use the information in the boxes to 
help you understand if you fit into that 
skill-set category.

● Take a look at the career categories in 
that area of the circle; these careers 
should match your skill-set.

Good at 
sports
Making/ fixing 
things
Hand-eye 
coordination
Logic puzzles

Passion
Knowing how 
things work
Coding 
Research 
Skills
Physics

Coming up 
with a plan
Experiments
Drawing 
conclusions
Science

Confident
Considerate
Caring
Concise
Calm under 
pressure

Music
Art
Drama
Original ideas
Thinking 
outside the 
box

Maths
Like data
Reading & 
writing
Good 
vocabulary

Decisive
Leader
Strategic
Enjoy 
responsibility
Capable 
under stress

Sociable
Good listener
Organised
Like to talk
Persuasive
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Exploring different
Careers

L8   Career Exploration

Biology
Sciences
Practical
Helpful
Interpersonal 
skills

Maths
Creative
Organised
Reflective
Teamwork

Social Sciences
Confident
Interpersonal 
communication 
skills
Resilience
Quick-thinking

Science
Maths
Languages
Practical
Attention to 
detail

Maths
Social Sciences
Organised
Travel
Interpersonal 
skills

Use the examples of relevant interests, strengths and 
skills to help you explore the BridgeU job categories.

There are many different professions in each 
category, take your time to research them all.

Help Sheet
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Exploring different
Careers

Biology
PE
Outdoors-y
Practical
Nature lover

Maths
Social Sciences
Business
Leadership 
skills
Organised

Maths
Teamwork
Computing
Helpful
Tech-savvy
Organised

Design
Technology
Maths
Practical
Travel
Teamwork

Maths
Social Sciences
Office-based
Helpful
Interpersonal 
skills

Art
Languages
Creative
Computing
Communication 
skills

Social Sciences
Helpful
Teaching
Communication 
skills
Leadership skills

Maths
Physical science
Design 
Technology
Logical problem 
solving
Computing

Maths
Computing
Numerate
Organised
Focused

Help Sheet

L8  Career Exploration
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Exploring different
Careers

Biology
Social Sciences
Helpful
Medical interest
Communication 
skills

Food
Helpful
Organised
Practical
Cool under 
pressure

Social Sciences
Communication 
& interpersonal 
skills
Organised

Technology
Computing
Coding
Problem-solving 
skills

Languages
Debating skills
Legal interest
Communication 
skills
Good memory

Practical
Physical 
sciences
Like cars
Helpful

Practical
Physical 
sciences
Logical
Factory-based

Drama
Art
Creative
Dancing
Confident
Energetic

Social Sciences
Languages
Communication 
skills
Problem solving

Help Sheet

L8   Career Exploration
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AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL

G10/Y11/MYP5 Start Guidance Calendar
Use this guidance calendar if you begin the career and university guidance process in G10/Y11/MYP5

Grade 12
Year 13
DP 2

Grade 11
Year 12
DP 1

Grade 10
Year 11
MYP 5

Strength Exploration

Career Exploration

Personal Statement / Essay Writing

Recommendations / References

Finalise University List

University Exploration

Offers / Acceptances

Application Submission

University Shortlist

Subject Exploration
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AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL

G11/Y12/DP1 Start Guidance Calendar
Use this guidance calendar if you begin the career and university guidance process in G11/Y12/DP1

Grade 12
Year 13
DP 2

Grade 11
Year 12
DP 1 Strength Exploration

Career Exploration Personal Statement / Essay Writing

Recommendations / 
References

Finalise University List

University Exploration

Offers / Acceptances

Application Submission

University ShortlistSubject Exploration
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AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL

G12/Y13/DP2 Start Guidance Calendar
Use this guidance calendar if you begin the career and university guidance process in G12/Y13/DP2

Grade 12
Year 13
DP 2

Strength 
Exploration

Career 
Exploration

Personal Statement / Essay Writing

Recommendations / 
References

Finalise 
University List

University 
Exploration

Offers / Acceptances

Application Submission

University 
Shortlist

Subject 
Exploration
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